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The time commitment to earning and online PhD in English is equivalent to earning the same degree at university. Students hone their research skills to self-motivated projects, collaborate with elite academics and eventually present the culminating of their research as a contribution to the English field they decided to
study. After graduating, students can pursue careers in the academy, as well as in areas such as business, law or advertising. English PhD graduates are typically excellent communicators, and this guide explores where and how to earn these doctoral credentials through distance learning. Online PhD programs english
Rank School Location 1 Converse College Spartanburg, SC 2 Massachusetts College of Art and Design Boston, MA 3 Curtis Institute of Music Philadelphia, PA 4 A University of the Arts Philadelphia, PA 5 Villa Maria College Buffalo, NY 6 Viterbo University La Crosse, WI 7 Andrews University Berrien Springs, MI 8
Jacksonville University Jacksonville, FL 9 Brenau University Gainesville , GA 10 Marlboro College Marlboro, VT Advertising AccreditedSchoolsOnline.org is an advertising-supported site. Featured or trusted partner programs, as well as all school search, search or match results, are for schools that compensate us. This
compensation does not affect school rankings, resource guides, or other editorial-independent information published on this site. Discover programs related to your interests with high standards and flexibility to take your career to the next level. Timeline: Earning an online PhD in Englishearning an English doctorate from
an online program tests the student's ability to study and research intensively in their own time. This requires a great deal of commitment, but even distance learning programs include students in academic discussions with skilled work consultants and other faculty members in the English department. The following
timeline provides a useful guide for online students to navigate through their program, from apps to graduation. APPLICATION PROCESSWhen the English PhD is at such a high level, applicants should be prepared to provide examples of the best work and why they would do well in a certain program. They must show
their commitment to English and literature in order to be accepted.COMPLETED MASTER'S DEGREE AND TRANSCRIPTIONSIt is their previous degree should be in English or in a closely related field, and applicants should have earned through an accredited institution. The programmes will ask for official transcripts to
be sent from all higher education institutions attended by the applicant. GRE SCORES There may be a minimum scoring requirement in the reading and verbal fields of gre doctoral level English applicants, but each program would like to see the overall scores for this exam taken over the past five years. PERSONAL
STATEMENTThe personal essay is when the applicant outlines scientific and research objectives, and the specific online PhD program in English ultra will help them achieve these goals. Applicants should also note the degree of emphasis that they are interested in pursuing in English, depending on what the school
offers. WRITING SAMPLEEnglish PhD applicants must include a writing sample of the application, usually about 20 two-to-one space sites that have a topic related to specialization or English expertise. RECOMMENDATION LETTERSOnline PhD programs will ask for testimonials from sources that are able to comment
on the applicant's read willing to participate in the graduate program English.RESUMEEnglish PhD programs take into account scientific qualifications and professional experience. Some believe this is an integral part of the application requirements of doctoral level English students. PRESENTATION OF THE
COMMITMENT TO LEARNINGAs online English PhDs require self-motitive, research-intensive study, applicants may be invited to show that they are able to create time and technology and fully commit to distance learning. Previous experience with online education programmes is useful. YEAR 1 MILESTONESThe first
year of the online English doctoral programme is the last chance for a student to play in the academic field. After this year, or sometimes even before applying for the program, English PhD students should choose the field of English to specialisation and intensively study. This is where they will devote all their attention to
the entire PhD program. SELECT THE CONCENTRATIONAll insecure students should choose the focus of English in the first year of an online PhD program in order to direct future research and prepare for the final thesis. Concentration can be in a given period of literature, or more general concentrations such as
technology and media studies. Refine research practices throughout the English PhD program, designing students and conducting empirical research literature, including various scientific approaches to writing such as ethnography and feminist research. EXAMINE FACULTY TAG CONSULTANTSWhen professors are
such a major component of the PhD program in English, students should start looking for faculty counselors early. This usually involves finding a professor who specializes in the student's chosen specialty. YEAR 2 MILESTONES Second year English doctoral students must complete all vocational courses in their field.
Some may choose to have more choice, which could mean more time at school. It is also the year English PhD students begin to prepare for final theses and dissertations. Concentrate courses and optional As the English PhD specialisations are different, students usually have to complete the course this year. These
can be topics such as historical literature, or theories around rhetoric and writing. There will be other necessary courses and a certain number of PhD students should be considered in addition to these special studies. CRITICAL RESEARCH AND APPLICATIONSOnline PhD programs teach English students to think and
reason outside the box using uncharted routes. They need to look at topics with a critical eye, explore previous research, but do not rely on the opinions of others for their own findings. Preparing for the research project Students should start cultivating ideas and relevant research resources in the research materials for
the final English PhD dissis as soon as they have chosen concentration. This final, culminating project exemplifies scientific performance and it is necessary to become experts in its field. 3rd YEAR MILESTONES The last year of the English PhD program is devoted entirely to the student's last dissertation and
dissertation. Throughout their academic careers they honed their research skills, critical thinking, writing and speaking skills to achieve this peak of academic achievement. DISSERTATION HOURSDifferent online PhD programs in English can be specific dissertation courses that prepare students to develop, initially
research, refine, and organize a topic of the thess and defense. Faculty members oversee research and bibliography construction. All basic, field, special and optional courses must be carried out before the dissertation can be prepared. Doctoral candidacy exams After completing class and research requirements, some
online English PhD programs require students to pass the exam specifically in the student's chosen field, and projects they hope to pursue. If a student does not pass, they should not submit a research proposal or work on their dissertation. These students need to re-evaluate and retest. Apply for a research project
before starting a research preparation for the defense of the English PhD theates, students should find a faculty counselor and submit a research proposal. This is to ensure that interesting, relevant, original research is conducted in this area, that their research and thesis have been well designed and that they are fully
prepared for rigorous scientific work. INDEPENDENT, RELEVANT RESEARCH The final phase of the student's English doctoral programme focuses entirely on research in the field selected for learning. English PhD students should apply for research, analysis and writing skills under the supervision of a faculty
counselor to complete their dissis. BACCALAUREATE REQUIREMENTSPersure a PhD program in English is a testament to the student's research ability and commitment to the subject. They defended their skills before the panel of successful academics. This is the most important requirement for a PhD, but there are a
few other key requirements for an online degree that English PhD students can meet.COMPLETED COURSEWORKWhen English doctoral studies are built on the student's experience of research in the chosen field, you must complete all online to the professor's satisfaction before continuing the program. Most PhD
programs have minimum GPA requirements that students must meet to remain in the program. TESTS AND TRAININGS While individual English professors can administer exams to their PhD students, the online university itself may have testing requirements that accepted students must meet, usually to create a
common basic knowledge of good research practice. ON-CAMPUS REQUIREMENTS Some programs may require online PhD students to attend a set amount of English classes on-campus. These residential credit classes must be completed before the student can graduate. Thesis and protectionAll English PhD
programs require students to complete an original dissertation or dissertation under the supervision of a counselor. Protecting the value and work of the the paper to the panel of fellow English academics is also a significant part of earning a doctorate. Core Principles &amp; Skills Learned in Online English PhD
ProgramsPhD in English Literature and Culture Students are concentrating on an English PhD in world literature, or the intersection of history and literature gain experience in critical theories, reading texts through perspectives that range from feminism to post-colonialism. These methods will also be applied to literature
and the media in general. Rhetoric and communication All PhD students learn how to research critically, combine arguments and information effectively and clearly to communicate in writing and verbally. English students may choose to study the history and theory of rhetoric, writing program administration, or how
rhetoric and language affect people, society, culture and politics. Technology Resources Online PhD programs teach english technology and research, but students in these programs learn to explore the value of technology and media as it applies to scholarship. Students learn practical solutions in academic and
industrial positions where they can use the research and strategic skills they have learned in English PhD programs. Master's in EnglishLearn More About ONLINE MASTERS IN ENGLISHSpotlight: Online PhD programs in EnglishThe best thing about online programs is to give students the opportunity to enroll in the
best schools, no matter where they are located geographically. The list below spotlights the best accredited English PhD programs that offer online degrees to the nation, based on a variety of factors important to students. This information can provide a basis for students to begin digging deeper into each program to find
the best overall fit. Converse College at Converse College, art and design students can learn studio art, art education, interior design, and art history. Music and theatre programs are also available. At the university level, the school is a women's college; graduate programmes Curriculum combines the arts with
professional leadership skills, helping students to work toward careers as they discover their passion. Passion. encourage communication, creativity and scholarship. Students have access to college services, including a wellness center and career planning resources. The school is also home to guest artists whose work
appears in a university gallery and who attend questions and answer sessions with students at gallery speech events. Massachusetts College of Art and Design has 19 undergraduate programs, nine graduate programs, and additional certification and post-graduation programs, Massachusetts College of Art and Design
has a wide selection of programs for aspiring art students. Areas of study range fromanimation to fashion design, teaching programs are available at the master level. Students can also learn architecture at the university or master level. Participants in various program areas are encouraged to work with the school's new
MassArt Design and Media Center, promoting multidisciplinary collaborations. Community engagement is another important element of MassArt's programmes, and the curriculum includes projects outside the classroom of local schools, hospitals and community organisations. Curtis Institute of Music Location
philadelphia, PA Curtis Institute of Music is a small, tuition-free school for musicians that focuses on the curriculum learning by doing. Students often perform as part of their studies as part of more than 200 concerts given by the school each year. Students also perform internationally with school touring groups. In addition
to more selective traditional courses, the school offers online and summer music courses to a wider range of students. Classes and lectures take place in historic mansions, and about half of the student body lives in the school's residence. Students should include a traditional mid-week tea every Wednesday afternoon
that brings students and teachers together for a casual gathering. At the University of the Arts Location in Philadelphia, PA students at the University of the Arts study fine arts, graphic and industrial design, film, dance, and music, a choice of 41 undergraduate and graduate programs. There are a number of minors
available that allow students to pursue additional artistic activities or combine their creative learning with business or technology studies to sell themselves into a particular career path after graduation. University students can also choose to lower their art therapy in preparation for entry into an art therapy master's degree
program. The school is located in downtown Philadelphia, giving students easy access to renowned theaters, art galleries and museums. Villa Maria College Villa Maria College offers a fine arts associate prayer training program that prepares students to a variety of entry-level positions, including display worker,
illustrator, photographer, and set designer. Curriculum guides students to gain experience in many materials and methods studio The school provides three studios for art students and painting; printing facilities with photo exposure unit and screen printing machine; and a family art gallery where students can share their
work and view collections of peers, educators, and local artists. In addition to art courses, students also take two English composition courses, a math course and several optional courses in humanities. At Viterbo University viterbo university, students with majors in art choose concentration in their field of interest,
opportunities including design, sculpture, interdisciplinary media, and pre-art therapy. In addition to the traditional Bachelor of Arts program, the school offers a bachelor's fine arts honors program designed for those who plan to pursue masters in fine arts after graduation. Students admitted to the BFA arts program after a
portfolio review of their sophomore year. The four-year curriculum includes optional materials where students can experiment with new media as well as general educational requirements. The work of students, faculty and visiting artists will be displayed in a public gallery on campus. Andrews University Location Berrien
Springs, MI Andrews University art department programs art, design, photography, and documentary. Students have the opportunity to participate in study tours, where fine art students and faculty travel to international venues to visit museums and study art history. The university provides students with imaging services,
including mounting, renting film and video equipment, as well as art and photography supplies. The school has Christian foundations and the faculty serves as a mentor to both art and academic skills, as well as religious spirit. Graduates of the school's art class find careers as illustrators, teachers, studio artists, gallery
owners, and missionaries. Jacksonville University Location Jacksonville, FL aspiring artists from Jacksonville University study dance, music, theater, and visual arts at the university level. The school also offers choreography and visual arts at the graduate level, with low-resident programs that include summer intensive
sessions, distance courses, and mentor relationships. Prospective students will apply for hearings and portfolio reviews in January, February and March. During the year, the students of the dance program attend two main stage dance concerts and several other performances. Theatre students acquire skills on and off
stage, training in acting, production, stage lighting and management. The school's music program offers music performance or composing, music education and music industry tracks. Brenau University arts and design programs at Brenau University offer courses in fashion design, fashion merchandising, and studio art.
A review is not required for entry, but students are encouraged to submit one if they are interested in the scholarship. The programmes include the necessary general education courses in different scientific subjects, subjects, students some flexibility in professional opportunities after graduation. Although relocated
students are accepted, the school does not recommend that students take all art courses within two years of relocation. Art courses require a long time in the studio and should be distributed during the diploma program. Marlboro College Arts programs at Marlboro College include visual arts, dance, painting, film and
video studies, music, and theater, among others. Curriculum includes the official vocabulary of the chosen medium that students criticize their work and discuss the work of their peers. Many arts programs allow students to combine their studies in another field, such as biology, history, or politics, with a multi-discipline
pineapple-training program. Students receive a number of services provided by the school, including a health centre and career development assistance. Marlboro College is also committed to sustainability, greenhouse and economy at the university. Shenandoah University The Conservatory of Shenandoah University
offers university and postgraduate training programs in music, theatre, dance and art management. Students can choose church music, jazz studies, theater design and production, or other paths to work toward their career goals. The school is home to more than 30 performers and hosts more than 300 lectures a year.
Admission requires a hearing or portfolio review as well as an interview process. Typically, students need to be interviewed at the university, but those who live more than 250 miles from the school can follow an online audition process. Faculty members have remarkable achievements in their field, including Grammy-
winning conductors and Metropolitan Opera singers. Cleveland Institute of Art The Cleveland Institute of Art gives students a choice of 15 majors related to the arts. The school's biomedical arts program offers a rare combination of art, science and technology that prepares students to find careers in creating visual
educational materials for science and medicine. Another career-focused program focused on industrial design, where students study design in combined with manufacturing, sustainability, and business practices. Each program combines foundation studies with experent learning and faculty mentorship. The school has
more than 200 external partnerships through which students can complete professional gain real knowledge in their field. Maryland Institute College of Art The Maryland Institute College of Art has training programs at the university and graduate levels, as well as post-graduation certificates and individual courses that
students are becoming working with artists, designers, and teachers. The curriculum guides learners in professional development, sharpening them with skills that help them pursue their careers and help them to the right work-life balance. Students can also study internationally and outside the university with a foreign
eye tester or The school is a career development center for students, providing counseling, weekly workshops and programs, postgraduate school counseling, and alumn services. University of Florida University of Florida students have access to more than 200 research and education centers, and institutions. PhD
degree in English in Florida provides doctoral students with more than 20 special academic careers in each era, genres, and theoretical/critical schools of thought. Students entering a college degree must complete a 90 credit hour degree. Students with an English master's degree from another school must complete 60
hours required toward a PhD. Courses include studies in the field of track, related studies, elective, and master's research, including the thestitute and comprehensive oral exam. PhD students must complete their foreign language requirements and defend their dissertation based on original scientific research. In-State
Tuition $6,313 Student Population50,645 percent of students receiving financial aid 89% of the number of students at an Instructor21 Texas Tech UniversityTexas Tech University opened in 1923. In 2013, 10 Texas Tech faculty members received Fulbright Scholarships, the most of any faculty in the nation. The PhD in
English program reflects the university's commitment to academic excellence, offering students the opportunity to advance scholarships in their field while simultaneously learning to teach in several English disciplines. Areas of focus are British literature, American literature, linguistics, creative writing, or comparative
literature, globalization and translation. 19th-century literature, Book History, Literature, Social Justice and Environment, and Film &amp; Media Studies. In-State Tuition $7,811 Student Population35,859 percent of students receiving financial aid53% number of students per instructor22 A degree: What can I do with a
PhD in English? An online PhD in English usually leads graduates from acadephecy, from professors who teach English to students and continue to study, research and publish documents in their field. However, this does not always have to be the case. Graduates of English PhD programs have demonstrated their ability
to focus on research, reason, write and explore: any trait that can be essential in many labor markets. Take a look at some examples of career paths your PhD in English can lead to below. BROWSE PHD ENGLISH CAREEREnglish professor English professors teach English and literature studies at the collegiate level.
They can teach classes in their chosen field, such as literature from a certain period of history. The continuation of research, the current field and the publication of research papers are also important parts of the work of an English professor. Job Creation (2014-2024)13 %Median annual salary (May 2015)$72,470Grant
Writer Grant writers research, write and submit funding proposals to organizations, institutions, programs Individuals. They ask for money from government or private foundations and combine specific missions of their organization or program. Typically, aid writers ask for funding for programs designed to help individual
types of organizations or programs. Job growth (2014-2024)Data not available Median annual salary (May 2015)$43,718City and regional planner These professionals plan ways to use lands and programs to create communities, facilitate growth, interest in revitalization efforts, and study the inner workings of cities and
counties, both metro and rural areas. They work with teams with a wide range of skills, from infrastructure and construction to data collection to surveying. They're big communicators and problem solvers. Job creation (2014-2024)6.3 %Median annual salary (May 2015)68,220$ survey researcher In addition to carrying
out surveys and analysing their data, survey research plans to raise a wide range of information gathering tools to raise questions. They aim to understand the outlook, beliefs, traditions and preferences different people hold based on a variety of factors, such as demographics or economic group. Researchers



participating in the survey can work in any number of areas, from advertising to politics. Job growth (2014-2024)12 %Median annual salary (May 2015)$53,920Addition English PhD ResourcesBelow is a free online resources collection of current PhD students, English and human membership organizations, as well as
career and network resources for English PhD graduates seeking careers beyond colleges or universities. English PhD scientists devote their time to very narrow areas of literature, but skills can be applied in many different jobs and situations. Alt-AcademyThose grassroots academic membership organization provides a
database of humanities scientists from different careers for network purposes, as well as publishing human beings about alternative careers in order to encourage graduate studies and career opportunities outside academia. Life after the PhDDoctoral program graduates discuss their lives and career paths on this
website. There are also links to resources for students curious about careers outside of academic life. Modern Language AssociationThe conventions of government policies, the MLA supports learning and teaching language and literature. There are many professional resources for scientists and teachers. The National
Council of Teachers of EnglishIt is a part of the organization on their website dedicated to professionals who teach English at the college level. PhinisheDThis online subscriber forum is a support group for PhD students struggling to complete their theses and dissertations. Various PhD candidates and graduate members
can help each other find the resources and complete theses. Project GutenbergOver 50,000 free ebooks are available through the donation-run website. Older literary works interested students can do this a valuable source of research projects. Versatile PhDThis online forum is a professional community that explores
non-academic, non-faculty career PhD graduates in several fields, including humanities. Members can view job ads, social posts, local meeting calendars, and more. More.
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